
Gɑror 

Nothing had been able to escape the reach of the sea, it seemed that everything had been left 

with a damp covering and the dull sandstone had a lustrous sheen from the reflected light. The 

fish that had been landed on the gleaming stone gasped. Its pale, shimmering belly pleading 

upward to the moisture of the rain as John Angus struggled to keep his emotions under control, 

despite his deep feeling of pain at the sight of the beautiful creature that had been dragged 

prematurely from its environment. Now agonising to stay alive. John Angus wanted, so much, 

to show mercy and return the dying creature to the edging and retreating sea. Breathe in and 

taste the damp air that seeps into your being, breathe out to encourage a sense of comfort and 

calm. John Angus’ brother was stronger, demanding control, “If you don’t stop staring the 

fish’ll get ideas and want to kiss you with its quivering lips like the ol’ Selkie herself an’ look 

to give you a sucklin’, like one of her own pups. Ya baby.” That’s when John Michael split the 

soft swollen swell from tail to gills and pushed the muted innards out of the pursed opening. 

The compact grey guts spilling out onto the sea-soaked stone, in a way that continued a well-

worn ritual to end the life of the catch. It was a surprise to see how little blood came from a 

silvered blue-green creature that fought so desperately, valiantly, for survival at the end of the 

line. Tears welled in the child’s eyes, overcome by what was a familiar feeling of guilt and the 

swirl of helplessness rising from low in his stomach. The fish lost its fixed stare behind a lifeless 

glaze, with a spirit that seemed to wash into a mist of its own world. John Angus murmured 

quietly with relief that the agony was over for both the fish and for himself, while the mark of 

blood ran off the rock and the insignificant flesh was covered within the coarse canvas satchel 

the boys had brought with them to their fishing spot. John Michael used the opportunity of 

being two boys alone for the day, and only the temptation of adventure telling them what to 

do, to clamber across the coastline rocks that had been discoloured by their time without light 

below the tide line. John Michael contorted down and between the squeeze of ancient giants of 



stacked rocks. As John Michael slipped out of sight into his ever darker, cold world John Angus 

was transfixed on the swelling sea carrying the blurred figure of a fishing boat as it passed 

beneath the light from a house on the headland. He sat with a feeling of isolation as the coastal 

landscape surrounded him, consumed by a sense that his place in the world was filled with a 

dampness under a featureless sky that met the expanse of the threatening heave of the sea. It 

seemed incredible that only a short time earlier the foam edges of the same water had left a 

whispering rumble over the shoreline pebbles where the brothers had walked along a wet line 

of transition to their fishing spot, not knowing for sure whether the tide was rising or falling. 

The sea had now gathered to a relentless roar. Does it even notice the brothers against the 

rocks? John Michael offered a taunt to the steadily rising tide as he twisted and slipped between 

the tight gaps of the piled rocks. The younger brother remained seated on the rocky outcrop, 

mesmerised by the waves. The great body of icy grey water searching, lifting high as though 

on the hunt, then beating down with a pounding fist of anger. Rising out of hidden depths, the 

brutish sea beat against the ancient rocks skirting the cliff face. Pound after pound after pound, 

edging closer to the brothers and defiant of any calls of submission. A stampede of waves 

allowing anything caught in the way to fall and be mercilessly trampled, throwing distracting 

explosions of spray into the air like monstrous spittle. A force that has goes on and on as a part 

of the great cycle dominated by the North Sea, smothering any sign of joy and dragging life 

beneath the surface. John Angus had heard of this other world beneath the waves and how it 

has passed through Norse folklore as Gɑror - the dwelling place. The place where life continues 

in darkness, drawing you in when it decides you are ready. That could be at any time and you 

will be taken deep down by the grasp of your hand to a vast new world that is more expansive 

than that which we know above the surface, but eternally dark and cold and lonely. It completes 

the circle of existence.  



The shape of a fishing boat out at sea held John Angus’ gaze while he sat at his kitchen table 

and blew a steady breath across the surface of his tea, aware not to let any spill over the lip as 

he focussed his attention on the kaleidoscope of landscape visible through the weather beating 

against the metal framed window. The fractured boat disappeared into the valley of the waves, 

before it vanished behind the lonely headland cottage glowing with a warm light at its door. 

The squat whitewashed cottage set like a beacon high above the harbour rocks where the 

brothers fished as children, before the tragic day that often consumes the elderly brother, and 

before the new ferry terminal was built. 

Story had it that Moya, the wife of Malcolm the Scorrie, would watch from that white clifftop 

cottage as the sea battered her husband’s fishing boat in the wild sea below. The silhouetted 

figure against the faint glow on the headland was a familiar sight long after the September night 

when a fierce stormy sea took Malcolm, leaving no sign other than the scattered remains of his 

creel boat, the Mary Jane. Like her mother before, and some say an act of generations of 

widows before that, a light was kept in the home Moya once shared with Malcolm and their 

newly born baby. This continued to be a beacon to him for guidance in Gɑror and as a sense of 

warmth on the wildest north coast nights. Watching so intently while exposed to the fierce 

weather, the icy wind would drain life from Moya’s skin and throw her flame red hair wildly 

around the sky. People spoke of Moya being the centre of any storm reaching the bay. The 

howling winds seemed to be under her command, rising from a crash of anger and fishermen 

would be brought down at her command; continuing the feared tale of the dwelling place 

beneath the waves. Within a storm is how Moya and Malcolm the Scorrie met. What should 

have been a fatal afternoon during a tumultuous spring tide, a young Malcolm was pulled with 

force against the rocks of Duinehead by the searching grip of the crashing firth. A realisation 

that when living and working from the northern sea, it is the sea that judges the end of life and 

you must ultimately respect that it is also the executioner. The storm pulls a shroud over the 



surface when the choice has been made of whom will be spared and who must fight beneath 

the surface to survive. On that day, Malcolm turned lifeless with his cold swollen belly facing 

up to the surface of the water as he was pulled deeper and darker. Those who talk of these 

events and embellish the stories of a new world, known locally as Gɑrðr̩, say that from out of 

the depths a cold blooded maiden surrounded by a tangle of red hair pulled Malcolm to the 

surface and an inseparable bond was formed. At the cost of having seen the other side and then 

trapped into continuing the circle of the dwelling place until it would finally be his time to be 

called beneath.  For he had entered Gɑror. Mother and flame-haired daughter now watch as 

this fresh creel boat struggled to stay afloat, like many before who have battled the anger of the 

firth. 

John Angus set the pail of peats and newspaper on the cold flagstone hearth then took a moment 

to look in the mirror above the mantle.  Straightened his hair, straightened his tie and adjusted 

his cuffs while looking deep into the eyes of his reflection. 

The sea rose from its shrouded depths and fell like the heaving chest of a fisherman pulling 

relentlessly against the demanding swell. Then, with one all mighty push, the grey shifting 

shoulders of the sea lifted and the gathered force hammered down against the rocks, throwing 

spray high into the air. Young John Angus snapped out of his trance. He was alone. 

The low cloud hanging over the hill brought constant rain and despite it being late afternoon 

the light was fading but, for the old man, it was too early to stoke the fire back into life. The 

lonely glow, kept in from the previous night would wait until the day turned to dusk to be ignited 

and bring a hopeful light back to the room. Despite his advanced age, John Angus had taken 

to holding out against the cold while the dark hole in the hearth was in need of warmth. John 

Angus had spent a lifetime in the cold out at sea in his creel boat as well as working on his 

croft and saw an open fire as an extravagance and something to be rationed. Something to be 



indulged in only when necessary. After all, there are those who are in greater need of the 

benefit but are forever soaking in the wet and cold. John Angus contemplated a fly struggle 

desperately on its back, appearing increasingly panicked to right itself, while vulnerable and 

exposed in unfamiliar territory. This was an annoyance that had been knocking against the 

window moments earlier with uncontrollable energy. Flitting unnoticed save for its buzzing 

and tormented tapping against glass, as if demanding attention. The more this insect spun, 

shook and struggled on the dirty sill the more helpless John Angus seemed to be to reach out 

and help it. He prepared his heavily cupped palm to come down and send the helpless creature 

to a darker place. An energy struck just as it appeared that its days had come to an end on the 

cold surface and the fly sparked into life and darted away, unseen once again. 

The heavy crash on the surface continued down to a dark underworld, causing fear and 

confusion for the years that followed as John Angus struggled to recall the time on the rocks.  

From that day he was most aware of the agonising panic, confusion and a deep, sharp wrench 

within. Nothing clearly defined, only lingering shadows from the struggles, darkness, shouts 

and round after round of icy force brought down by a gathered legion of merciless nature. John 

Angus felt beneath the surface, stretching as far down as he dared, in wild desperation for a 

sign of John Michael when the sea backed up to regather its strength. A brief moment of despair 

that seemed to have its own sense of time during prolonged panic. The boy felt the seductive 

waft and weft of fine scarlet weed like hair running through his fingers, before the onslaught 

that marked a tragic close to the day. 

John Angus’ eyes returned to the sea. He had not recovered from the events that day on the 

rocks so many years before and had been kept under the spell of the ever changing sea, knowing 

there was a part of his life that has held him captive. It was the day of the missing. For John 

Angus this was also the day when the searching started, across the beached shoreline as well 

as searching in his conscience for a reason as to why this could have happened. To help settle 



fears and offer some form of explanation to these tragedies, stories were littered with talk of 

Gɑror and a time for the dwelling place. For the older generation of the community this was a 

heart-breaking reminder of the constant circle of the sea and affirmation of the legend that 

would return and pull the heart from families. So many lives were lived under a shadow and it 

took another disappearance for the burden of loss to weigh heavier. 

Decades earlier, John Angus was stunned. Not knowing how to escape the feeling of suddenly 

being alone. The rain was running down his face while an inner voice was to remain with him, 

saying this is now the way it will be. Loss. 

Looking at the dying blackness of the fireplace, John Angus secured the broad strap of his 

canvas satchel over his shoulder and headed out to be a part of the low featured landscape. 

John Angus felt he was carrying the darkness he had gathered, across the uneven moorland 

and the biting wind and ice cold rain only raised his sense of determination to fight on. There 

was a beckoning light from the headland that was drawing him on. As the faint path edged 

towards the clifftop, the light from the cottage faded out and John Angus took an inward breath 

and looked down to the driving waves and let the roar spill over him before reaching down to 

add a large red-brown rock to John Michael’s memorial pile. The cold air forcing him to 

tighten his body against the elements when he kept a steady pace back home. The taste of salt 

on his lips took John Angus’ mind back to when he realised that nothing had been able to 

escape the reach of the sea. 


